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1 of 1 review helpful Decent one time read By SuperMom This book is about what I ve come to expect from the four 
in one inspirational romance books It s mostly entertaining but the stories are predictable and the leaps from like to 
love a little far fetched The second one Santanoni something or other was not worth reading The main character just 
isn t likable And it didn t really inspire me to care about Welcome to New York a state of skyscrapers and mountain 
ranges and home to four women who face challenges as formidable as those tall buildings and rugged peaks Can they 
climb above the obstacles to find the heights of hope After losing her husband of twenty seven years to cancer Jessie 
Woods tackles a do it yourself housing project to help her move ahead But she learns some things in life just can t be 
done alone As she rebuilds her home can God rebuild her li 
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